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GROUND BASED PREFLIGHT STUDIES AT UTMB RELATED TO COSMOS FLIGHT 2229
(BION 10)
11/1/92 - 8122/92
Established stereotaxic coordinates for medial vestibular nucleus, abducens
nucleus and vestibular nerve then redesigned the head ring platform and
microelectrodes to permit recordings from these deep neural structures.
Completed development of surgical procedures to chronically implant
orthodromic stimulation electrodes. Implanted two control rhesus monkeys at
UTMB
Completed evaluation of eye movement measurement using ISCAN. Installed
the ISCAN camera on the multi-axis rotator
Completed development of a system to permit active and passive head motion
testing. Installed components on the multi-axis rotator.
Participated in the development of the flight amplifier used to process neural
signals during space flight.
Evaluated several technologies used to produce a multiple microelectrode array.
Developed and tested thin microelectrodes that were implanted as a bundle
multiple microelectrode array in several flight candidates.
Continued to develop computer programs in anticipation of recording from
rectifying neurons (vestibular nuclei neurons).
GROUND BASED PREFLIGHT STUDIES AT THE INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL PROBLEMS






J. David Dickman (JDD), Ph.D. and Manning J. Correia (MJC), Ph.D. implanted
microelectrode guide tube carder platforms stereotaxically in 12 monkey flight
candidates.
Adrian A. Perachio (AAP), Ph.D., Denise Helwig and Samantha Edmonds
implanted orthodromic stimulating electrodes in the bony labyrinths of 7 monkey
flight candidates.
AAP and JDD implanted 5 flight monkey candidates with orthodromic stimulating
electrodes.
MJC x-rayed all 12 flight candidates. MJC, AAP and JDD conducted
electrophysiological studies to determine the stereotaxic coordinates of the
vestibular nerve, the medial vestibular nucleus and the abducens nucleus.
11/29/92- 12/12/92
Studieswerecarriedoutto obtainpreflightdatafromeachof theflightmonkey
candidates. Recordings were obtained from monkeys 803, 775,151, 907, 1401,
and 856. From these monkeys, recordings were obtained from 35 horizontal
canal afferents, 8 medial vestibular nucleus type II neurons, 8 medial vestibular
nucleus type I neurons, 3 untyped medial vestibular nucleus neurons and one
vertical medial vestibular nucleus neuron.
Indwelling microelectrodes were implanted in several of the leading flight
candidates.
GROUND BASED PREFLIGHT STUDIES AT THE INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL PROBLEMS
(IBP) REMOTE FACILITY IN PLESETZ RELATED TO FLIGHT 2229 (BION 10)
12/18/92 - 12/23/92
Indwelling flight microelectrodes were implanted by JDD and AAP in other flight




Flight Candidate Microelectrode Implants (Dec. 1992)
Location
Nuclei Cerebellum
803 multiple electrode (3) multiple electrode (2) single electrode (1)
907 single electrode (1) single electrode (1) single electrode (1)
51 single electrucle (1) single electrodes(4) none
775 single electrode (1) single electrode (1) none
906 single electrode (1) single electrodes(6) single electrode (1)




none single electrodes(3) single electrode (1)
INFLIGHT STUDIES RELATED TO COSMOS FLIGHT 2229 (BION 10)
12/26/92 - 12/23192
Studies were carded out in which recordings were made from the vestibular
nerve and the vestibular nuclei in the two cosmonaut monkeys, 151 and 906.
GROUND BASED POSTFLIGHT STUDIES AT THE INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL
PROBLEMS (IBP) IN MOSCOW RELATED TO COSMOS FLIGHT 2229 (BION 10)
1/5/92- 1/23/93
• Synchronous control studies were made on flight candidate monkeys 803 & 907.
Recordings were obtained from 11 horizontal canal afferents from these
monkeys (See Appendix 1).
Postflight studies were carded out in which recordings were made from the
vestibular nerve of the two cosmonaut monkeys, 151 and 906 as well as the
vestibular nerve and vestibular nucleus of control monkeys 803, 907, 1401, 892
(See Appendix 1). Recovery was on 1110193. First recordings were made on:
1/11/93-13 horizontal afferents recorded from monkey 906 and 5 afferents
recorded from monkey 151; 1112/93-5 afferents recorded from monkey 906 and
13 afferents recorded from monkey 151; 1/14/93-2 afferents recorded from
monkey 906 and 10 afferents recorded from monkey 151; and on 1121193-10
afferents recorded from monkey 906 and 0 afferents recorded from monkey 151.
Dudng postflight tests on the control monkeys listed above, 12 horizontal canal
afferents and 6 medial vestibular nucleus type I neurons were studied.
1/23/93- 1/27/93
Laboratory packed with the exception of the monkey multi-axis rotator.
5/3/93 - 5/7193
The monkey multi-axis rotator was disassembled, reassembled and packed for
shipment to UTMB.
1/23/93 - 11/14/93
Derived usable data from preflight, post flight and synchronous control tests.
The results of those analyses are summarized in Tables 1-31 on pages T1-T12
in Appendix 2. Graphical summary of these data are presented throughout the
text that follows.
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ABSTRACT
During the past year, pre-, in- and postflight studies were conducted in association with the Axon
project for Bion 10 (Cosmos 2229). Recordings were made during pre- and postflight studies,
from 118 horizontal semicircular canal afferents and 27 vestibular nucleus neurons in 7 rhesus
monkeys; 137 pulse rotation protocols alone were executed (548 acceleration and deceleration
responses were curve fit). Usable data was obtained from 127 horizontal afferents concerning
their spontaneous discharge. Curve fits and analysis was made of sinusoidal and sum of
sinusoidalresponsesfrom 42 and 35 horizontal afferemts, respectively. Also recordings were
made from neurons inflight from the two flight animals. The mean spontaneous rate varied from
128 spikes/sec, during preflight to 92 spikes/sec during postflight (day 5) - a change of 28%. In
direct contrast to the results of Cosmos 2044, the best fitted neural adaptation operator (k) and
the gain of the pulse response were decreased during post flight when compared to preflight.
Surprisingly, the best fitted gain and k values for the sum of sines were slightly elevated during
post flight tests. The gain and phase of single sine responses were compared for pre- and post
flight tests and compared to a larger population of afferents (Miles and Braitman, 1980). In
contrast to Cosmos 2044 results where on the first day of post flight testing the gains of the best
fitted sine response were skewed toward the higher values of the Miles and Braitman distribution,
the gain of the best fitted sine responses during the first day of post flight testing (day 2) during
Cosmos 2229 were exactly on the mode of the Miles and Braitman distribution. Thus, at least for
the periodic stimuli, (pulses and sine waves) we found no change in gain and neural adaptation
during post flight testing following Cosmos 2229. This conclusion is different from the one
derived following the Cosmos 2044 flight (Correia et. al., 1992). Cosmos flight 2229 differed
from Cosmos flight 2044 in several significant ways: For example, during preflighP, (1) The
animals preflight training was different (less well trained on the gaze task) and (2) the animals
were exposed to more experimental manipulations (surgical and rotational). Inflight, (1) the
animals were required to make a pointing gesture (motor response) in association with eye
movements to obtain reward, (2) the inflight diet was different (more balanced), (3) the feeder for
one of the animals clogged following 9 days of flight resulting in evident dehydration and
probably less head motion exposure in that monkey and (4) there was limited video taping of the
monkeys in space. During postflight, (1) we were unable to test the flight animals until 26 hours
postflight as compared to 14.5 hours during Cosmos 2044, (2) the animals received significantly
more exposure to motion stimuli during postflight testing than during Cosmos 2044. These
differences in the vestibular environment will require analysis of several parameters other than
just neural and eye movement responses. For example, computer programs will have to be
written and used to recover and quantitate the number of head movements made by each
animal during flight. This activity is critical to the production of neural adaptation and increased
gain.
METHODS AND RESULTS
Differences from Cosmos 2044 (Correia et aL 1992)
A summary of the neural recordings and stimulation protocols carded out on five control and
two flight monkeys during preflight and postflight tests associated with Cosmos Flight 2229
are presented in Appendix 1. Because of time restrictions, two types of neurons were
studied in association with this flight. These two types of neurons were horizontal (lateral)
semicircular canal afferents and type I or type II vestibular nuclei neurons found in the
medial vestibular nucleus. Rotation protocols used for study of the horizontal semicircular
canal afferents where similar to those used during Cosmos Flight 2044 (Correia et al., 1992)
except that the number of protocols were abbreviated to include: test of spontaneous
discharge, pulse rotation test, sum of signs tests (bandwidth from 0.2 hertz to 1.0 hertz) and
sinewave test (0.2 hertz). Rotation protocols for the vestibular nuclei neurons included:
spontaneous sinusoidal discharge test, oscillations at 0.2 hertz, 0.5 hertz, 1.0 hertz; a pulse
of constant velocity of 60 degrees per second and a sum of sines stimulus covering the band
width from 0.02 hertz to 1.0 hertz.
Neurons in the vestibular nuclei and semicircular canal afferents were identified and
functionally characterized by their responses to natural vestibular stimulation and to electrical
stimulation of the vestibular nerve. The technique for the latter test required that a method be
developed for chronic implantation of electrodes for stimulation across the bony labyrinth of
awakerhesusmonkeys.Inasinglemonkey,the implantationtechniqueusedbyBroussardet al
(1992)wasattempted.Thistechniquerequiresdissectionthroughthemastoidboneto locatethe
superiorsemicircularcanal. An opening is made in the canal wall near the ampullae for the
placement of one of a pair of stimulating electrodes. The reference electrode is placed near the
posterior wall of the ear canal. The technique also involves exposure of the dura overlying the
lateral tip of the dorsal paraflocculus. The technique was judge to be too difficult for our
application and carried the added risk that vertical canal function might be compromised during
the course of the entire project. Dr. Lisberger informed us that cathodal stimulation, such as
would be used in our studies, might lead to bone growth and to the eventual occlusion of theimplanted canal.
The approach we finally used was dedved from a method reported by Minor and
Goldberg (1991) for galvanic stimulation of the squirrel monkey labydnth. This involves a
placement of a single electrode into a hole ddlled into the promontory near the round window.
The tip of the electrode seals an opening made into the perilymphatic space. The electrode
consists of a platinum plated, teflon insulated silver wire (250 micron uncoated diameter) with a
1.0 mm exposed tip. The reference electrode is of similar matedal but with a longer tip exposure
(3.0 mm). That electrode is placed into a hole ddlled deep into the posterior attachment of the
zygomatic arch.
Surgery was performed under general anesthesia and sterile conditions. In our facilities
at UTMB, we successfully implanted three rhesus monkeys, two unilaterally and one bilaterally.
The post auricular incision was made and the platyzma divided. The remaining underlying soft
tissue of the ear canal was dissected to expose the external bony auditory meatus and the
zygomatic arch. Two self-tapping, stainless steel screws were placed near the ear canal into the
padetal bone, dorsal to the parietal-occipital ddge. The soft tissue was carefully dissected along
the posterior wall of the meatus to level of the annulus. The tympanic membrane was incised
infedody and postedody to gain entrance to the middle ear. In immature rhesus monkeys, the
external meatus is so odented as to allow direct visualization of the round window via this
approach. In more mature animals, the canal is rotated forward relative to the basal skull, thus
obscuring the promintory and the long process of the malleus, requiring further dissection.
Exposure of the round window in mature rhesus monkeys is achieved by ddlling away
the deepest most posterior wall of the extemal auditory meatus. This is best achieved with a
diamond coated drill so as to minimize danger to the underlying facial nerve and middle ear
ossicles. In a series of eleven unilaterally implanted rhesus monkeys, facial nerve damage
occurred in only one animal. Following further exposure, the long process of the malleus and the
facial nerve are visualized. The site of implantation of the stimulating electrode is posterior to
the malleus. The facial nerve is displaced rostrally to protect it dudng implantation. The ossicles
are not this disarticulated. The surface of the promontory is scraped to remove the pedosteum
and thinned with a diamond tipped round bur. A hole is then ddlled in the center of the resulting
concavity and the electrode tip is inserted, seated firmly at the shoulder formed by the teflon
insulation. The wire is pushed against the posterior wall of the meatus and formed against the
drilled surface. The external portion of the wire is wound around one of the skull screws and
cemented to it with dental acrylic. The reference electrode is placed into the hole in the
zygomatic arch, wound around the second screw and cemented in place. The two leads are then
passed under the temporalis muscle and extedodzed at the head restraint implant with a curve
needle. The wound is closed in layers with absorbable suture and the skin closed with silk suture
material. Antibiotics are routinely administered Perioperatively.
The animals implanted in Moscow generally recovered from surgery with no sequelae.
One monkey, that was diagnosed as having meningitis at the time of surgery, was found to have
a positional nystagmus postoperatively. Since this animal was tested only during the
postoperative period, it was not possible to definitively assess the relationship of those
symptoms to the implant. Another monkey was reported to have an ipsilateral head tilt and was
acutely ataxic. Those symptoms resolved quickly. No vestibulo-ocular abnormalities were
reported by other investigators in that animal. Afferent activity and vestibular nuclear responses
were comparable to those of the remaining animals.
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In Figure1, an exampleof an entrainedresponseof a horizontalsemicircularcanal
afferentis illustrated.Thelatencyof theactionpotentialis lessthan0.5 msec. Thisresponse
wasobtainedduringgroundbasedtestingandstronglyarguesthat we recordedfrom primary
afferents. No histological verification has been possible. Response thresholds ranged from the
30 to 100 microamps for single monophasic cathodal pulses. Diphasic responses were recorded
in neurons located contralaterally at the stereotaxic location of the abducens nuclei. Cells in
those areas discharge tonicJphasically with ipsilateral horizontal eye position/movement.




Figure 1. Entrained action potentials from a horizontal semicircular canal afferent. The orthodromic
stimulation produced entrained action potentials with latencies less than 0.5 msec. Also observed at the
right of the figure is a spontaneously occurring action potential.
Recordings were made from 86 neurons in control animals and 59 neurons in the flight
animals. Thus 145 neurons were studied in total during pre- and postflight ground base
tests. Neurons studied during flight have not yet been analyzed. The procedures for
analysis of the data resulting from the rotation protocols that stimulated the horizontal
semicircular canals have been published elsewhere (Correia et al., 1981, Correia et al.,
1992). Briefly, this analysis can be stated as follows: pulse response analysis-using
nonlinear curve fitting techniques, one model was (the adaptation model - Correia et al.,
1992) was fit to each of the four pulse responses that occur during a given rotation pulse
protocol. In some cases the responses were so noisy that the data was rejected. These
responses are denoted by *** in the Tables in Appendix 2. If the protocols were repeated,
the protocol that yielded the histogram with the least noise was chosen. Data from repeated
protocols was not included. That is, only one set of parameters from the four pulses is
included for each neuron. For each sinusoidal rotation, curve fit techniques were used to
estimate the gain and phase of each of the sinusoidal responses to head velocity. For the
sum of sinusoidal stimuli, the total neural response was exposed to cross Fourier techniques
to determine the gain and phase of the cycle histogram re head velocity. Mathematical
functions based on the adaptation model (Thorson and Biederman-Thorson, 1974, Correia et
al., 1981, Correia et al., 1992) was used to curve fit the pulse response and the frequency
response data. The parameters derived from analysis of the time and frequency domain
responses of the semicircular canal afferents was clustered into groups along the preflight
and postflight time continuum and compared. As yet we have not been able to statistically
compare the parameters. This will be the next step. However, descriptive first order
statistics have been completed and they are presented in Appendix 2 and in the graphs thatfollow.
It should be noted that in all the figures that follow and in the tables in Appendix 2 that
during Cosmos 2229 during Post-flight days 6 and 7 only control animals were tested..
Figure 2 presents mean gain values derived from best fitted responses to pulse
stimulation. The numbers in the bars represent the number of afferents that comprise the mean.
It can be seen that in contrast to Cosmos 2044 the postflight mean gains are depressed relative
to preflight, synchronous and postflight controls (Post-Flight day 6).
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Figure 2. Mean Gain values for pulse responses of horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and
2229.
As with the mean gain values, the parameter that represents the degree of neural
adaptation (k), plotted in Figure 3 is depressed on postflight days 2, 3, and 5 when compared to
preflight and postflight controls and when compared to comparable test days following Cosmos
flight 2044.
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Figure 3. Mean neural adaptation (k) values for pulse responses of horizontal afferents during
Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
Again in contrast to the results derived from the postflight data following Cosmos 2044,
the mean long time constant of the semicircular canal deduced from best fitted functions of the
pulsehistogramresponseandshownplottedinFigure.4. lengthenedin theflightanimalswhen
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Figure 4. Mean Tau (deduced long time constant of the semicircular canal) values for pulse
responses of horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
Like the data following Cosmos 2044, the mean baseline of the frequency of firing
between pulses (DC level), plotted in Figure 5, was not much different during post-flight testing
when compared to control responses. The mean responses differed from 125 spikes/sec to 95
spikes/sec. These values fall around the mean firing rate determined by other investigators (e.g.
~100 spikes/sec. Miles and Braitman,1981).
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Figure 5. Mean spontaneous values (DC level) obtained as an asymptotic response following pulse
rotations during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
The mean spontaneous firing rate, plotted in Figure 6 was obtained from interspike
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Figure 6. Mean frequency of firings values for spontaneously discharging horizontal afferents
during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
In the control animals the coefficient of variation (CV) for all afferents (see Table 8 in
appendix 2) ranged from 0.34 to 0.03. But the mean values for each day, (plotted in Figure 7)
ranged from 0.09 to 0.15. That is, the mean CV of the afferents across days would be classified
as regularly firing after the distribution of Louie and Kimm (1976). In this statistic our results
during flight 2229 were almost identical to the results of flight 2044.
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Figure 7. Mean coefficient of variation of spontaneously discharging horizontal afferents duringCosmos 2044 and 2229.
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The best fitted parameters plotted in Figures 1-5 were derived from the equation:
t
r(t) = (G/tk)[y*(-k,-t/_L)e-t/TL] + DC; where T*(a,t) = ((t-a/F(a))fxa-]e-X dx (1)
0
and y*(a,t) is the incomplete gamma function (which is single-valued and finite in terms of a and
t), G = gain, k = across frequency adaptation, _L (TAU) = cupula long time constant and DC =
non stimulated (spontaneous) firing rate (Correia et al., 1981).
The Laplace transform of Eq. 1 with a term (Ws +1), representing the response to cupula
velocity at higher frequencies (Fernandez and Goldberg, 1971), is a transfer function of the form
H(s) = Gs k+l(1;v+l)(TL+l)'l (2)
where G= the frequency independent gain ; k = the across frequency adaptation operator;
s=l+jo_; co= 272f;Zv = velocity time constant and z]., = the long time constant of the semicircular
canals. In the next 3 figures the parameters k, % and zL arc presented. These parameters
represent best fitted values of Eq. 2 to a sum of sines frequency response.
Sum of Sines
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Figure 8. Mean best fitted values of G (frequency independent gain term) of cycle histogram
response to sum of sines by horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
It is interesting that the frequency domain equivalent of the pulse response produces an
increase in gain during post flight days 2, 3, and 5 relative to the pre- and post flight controls.
The sum of sines differs from the pulse in that most of the frequency content is below 0.4 Hz and
the sum of sines is an unpredictable stimulus.
In Figure 9 (below) it can be noted that while the mean value of k increases on the
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Figure 9. Mean best fitted values of K (across frequency neural adaptation operator) of cycle
histogram response to sum of sines by horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
There does not appear to be a systematic change in the mean best fitted parameter
• v.Shown plotted in Figure 10 below.
Sum of Sines
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Figure 10. Mean best fitted values of Xv (across frequency neural adaptation operator) of cycle
histogram response to sum of sines by horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
During the first day of post-flight testing during Cosmos 2044, the long time constant of the
semicircular canal decreased as indicated by the black bars. During the first post-flight day of
Cosmos 2229, the parameter TLincreased.
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Figure 11. Mean best fitted values of _L (semicircular canal long time constant operator) of cycle
histogram response to sum of sines by horizontal afferents during Cosmos 2044 and 2229.
The next 2 three dimensional bar histograms display gain values calculated from the
best fitted sine function to the cycle histogram of the afferent response to a sinusoidal yaw
rotation of 30°/sec. amplitude and 0.2 Hz frequency. As a reference, the histogram of gains from
Miles and Braitman (1980) sinusoidal response to 0.2 Hz are presented. Presented in Figure 12
are the gains for the control monkeys during both Cosmos 2044 and 2229. It can be seen, for
example that the distribution of gains from post -flight controls in Cosmos 2229 are similar to
those published by Miles and Braitman (1980).
Number of
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Figure 12. A three dimensional histogram of sinusoidai gains from control monkeys during testing
associated with Cosmos 2044 and Cosmos 2229. The data of Miles and Braitman (1980) are
presented for comparison.
Figure 13 presents the same type plot but post-flight data from different days during
Cosmos 2044 and 2229 are presented. The striking difference between the gains during
Cosmos 2044 and 2229 can be observed by comparing post-flight day 1 - Cosmos 2044 and
13
post-flightday2- Cosmos2229. DuringCosmos2044,thegainvaluesareskewedtowardthe
higherendoftheMilesandBraitmandistribution;duringthefirstpost- flight test day (day 2)
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Figure 13. A three dimensional histogram of sinusoidal gains from flight monkeys during post-flight
testing associated with Cosmos 2044 and Cosmos 2229. The data of Miles and Braitman (1980) are
presented for comparison.
DISCUSSION
In contrast to Cosmos 2044 results (Correia et al., 1992) where on the first day of post
flight testing the gains of the best fitted pulse, sine and sum of sine response were skewed
toward the higher values of the Miles and Braitman (1980) distribution, the gain of the best fitted
sine and pulse responses during the first day of post flight testing (post-flight day 2) during
Cosmos 2229 were exactly on the mode of the Miles and Braitman (1980) distribution. Thus, at
least for the periodic stimuli, (pulses and sine waves) we found no change in gain during post
flight testing following Cosmos 2229. Moreover, during post-flight day 1 during Cosmos 2044 we
found an increased level of neural adaptation as reflected by an increased mean k value. After
issuing the caveat that we only sampled a small number of afferents, we (Correia et al., 1992)
suggested the increased gain could result from some non-vestibular factor secondary to
spaceflight such as stress or changes in body calcium levels or some vestibular factor such as a
strategy to obtain reward without having to make large head movements by increasing the
semicircular canal gain. This latter speculation is predicated on the assumption that the
monkeys during spaceflight make numerous head movements. Increase in neural adaptation
would also logically follow from numerous head movements. Also, increased gain, increased k
and irregular firing are correlated in semicircular canal afferents. Thus, we could have simply
sampled a population of neurons with high G and k. But, most of the units we sampled were
regularly firing. Analysis of the mean sinusoidal gain data from Cosmos 2229 (summarized in
Figure 13), indicated that relative to post-flight controls, the gain and k values were depressed,
but relative to the data of Miles and Braitman (1980), the values were on the mean of their
distribution. Future statistical comparisons will be necessary to determine if the mean gain and k
values from flight 2229 and those of flight 2044 and those of Miles and Braitman (1980) are from
the some population. The gain and particularly the neural adaptation observed during Cosmos
2044 was dramatic and showed a reversible trend with time following recovery. Why could these
data be different from those of flight 2044? Cosmos flight 2229 differed from Cosmos flight 2044
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in several significant ways: First, different monkeys were flight monkeys. Although during both
flights the microgravity exposure was similar, several differences existed. For example, during
preflight;, (1) The animals' preflight training was different (the animals were less well trained on
the gaze task) and (2) the animals were exposed to more experimental manipulations (surgical
and rotational) and in flight 2229 the animals carried an indwelling electrode in one labyrinth.
Inflight, (1) the animals were required to make a pointing gesture (motor response) in association
with eye movements to obtain reward, (2) the inflight diet was different (more balanced), (3) the
feeder for one of the animals clogged following 9 days of flight resulting in evident dehydration
and probably less head motion exposure in that monkey and (4) there was limited video taping of
the monkeys in space. During postflight, (1) we were unable to test the flight animals until 26
hours postflight as compared to 14.5 hours during Cosmos 2044, (2) in the intervening interval
between recovery and testing, and on subsequent post-flight days, the animals received
significantly more exposure to linear and angular motion stimuli than during Cosmos 2044.
Since gravity acts primarily on the otolith organs, It was a surprise that the gain and neural
adaptation of the semicircular canals was increased following microgravity during Cosmos 2044.
It may ultimately turn out that with a large sample of afferent data that gain and adaptation may
not change. However, to fairly compare the results, we must prove that the angular head motion
environment in flight was the same for Cosmos 2044 and 2229. To accurately compare the
angular head motion environment will require analysis of several parameters other than just
neural and eye movement responses. For example, it must be determined that during Cosmos
flight 2229 that both monkeys made as many head movements during the gaze test as their
counterparts during Cosmos flight 2044. The number of head movements made by each animal
during both flight must be quantitated.
One inescapable conclusion that can be drawn from the results presented in Appendix 3 is that
the afferent response of the semicircular canals was statistically significantly different following
microgravity. In one case (Cosmos 2044), the gain was increased and in the other case
(Cosmos 2229) it was decreased. However, in both cases the gain was statistically significantly
DIFFERENT from the preflight/synchronous controls.
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APPENDIX 1
A summary of the pre- and post flight testing. The Table on pages T1-T7 chronicles the pre and
post-flight testing of all monkeys. The column type denotes whether the neuron was a lat.
(horizontal) afferent, a type I or type II vestibular nuclear neuron and whether the neuron could
be further classified as a pvp type neuron. The location column denotes the anterior - posterior
and the lateral stereotaxic coordinates of the electrode tract. For example, apOI10 means
anterior-posterior 0 and lateral 10 mm from the midline of the skull. The protocol describes the
test. The terms step and pulse are used interchangeably throughout this report.










































































































































date type side location monkey protocol tape footage
11/14/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 spon 1 2200
11114/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 step 1 2250
11114/92 lat. aft, left apO(12 803 ss 1 2300
11114/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 sineO.2 1 2460
11114/92 let. aft. left ap0112 803 sport 1 2536
11114/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 step 1 2600
11114/92 Ist. aft. left ap0112 803 step-rpt 1 2662
11114/92 let. aft. left apO(12 803 sineO.2 1 2/z{
11114/92 let. aft. left epOH2 803 ss 1 211u
11114/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 sine1.0 1 2855
11/14/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 sport 1 2887
11/14/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 spon 1 2946
11/14/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 step 1 2946
11/14/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 epon 1 2982
11114/92 let. aft. left ap0112 803 step 1 3001
11/14/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 spon 1 3025
11114/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 step 1 3040
11/14/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 sineO.2 1 3040
11114/92 let. aft. left apOIl 2 803 sport 1 3170
11114/92 lat. aft. left apO112 803 step I 3140
11114/92 lat. aft. left epOI12 803 sineO.2 1 3190
11114/92 let. aft. left apOI12 803 ss 1 3230
11114/92 let. aft. left apOt12 803 ss-rpt 1 3305
11/14/92 lat. aft. left apOI12 803 sine1,0 1 3370
11114/92 let. aft. left apO112 803 sport I 3397
11/15/92 lat. aft, left apOllO 775 spon 1 3399
11/15/92 let. aft. left apOllO 775 sport 1 3466
11115/92 lat, aft. left apOllO 775 spon 1 3470
11/15/92 lat. aft. left apOI10 775 epon 1 3489
11/15/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 775 step 1 3566
11/15/92 let. aft. left apOllO 775 step-rpt 1 3631
11/1 5/92 Ist. aft. left apOllO 775 sine 1 3631
11115/92 let. aft. left apOllO 775 sport 1 3697
11115/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 775 spon 1 3791
11115/92 let. aft. right apOllO 151 spon 1 3780
11/15/92 lat.aff. right apOllO 151 step 1 3810
11116/92 let. aft. left ap0(10 907 sport 1 3880
11/16/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 step 1 3900
11116192 Ist. aft. left apOllO 907 sineO.2 1 3950
11/16/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 907 ss 1 3999
11/16/92 let. aft. left apOtlO 907 epon 1 4058
11116/92 let. aft, left apOllO 907 step 1 4089
t 1/16/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 stp-rpt 1 4173
11116/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 sineO.2 1 4229
11116/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 epon-rpt 1 4290
11/16/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 epon 1 4295
11116/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 step 1 4313
11/16/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 907 step-rpt 1 4360
11116/92 Ist. aft. left apOl10 907 spon I 4392
11/16/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 907 epon 1 4430
11/16/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 907 step 1 4486
11/16/92 let. aft. left apOllO 907 step 1 4540
11/16/92 lat. aft. left apOllO 907 step 1 4623
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step 1 4643
11116/92 let. aft. left ap0110 907 step 1 4687
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11116/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step-rpt 1 4739
11116/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 sine0.2 1 4780
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 ss I 4816
11116/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step 1 4860
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step-rpt 1 4908
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 sine0.2 1 4950
11116/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 ss 1 4980
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 sine1.0 1 5046
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step 1 5063
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 ss 1 5105
11/1 6/92 lat. aft, left ap0110 907 spon 1 5150
11116/92 lat. aft. left ap0Jl 0 907 sine(].2 1 5170
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 sine1.0 1 5200
11/1 6/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 sine0.5 1 5246
11/16/92 lat. aft. left ap0110 907 step 1 5262
11/16/92 lat. aft, left p1110 1401 step 1 5290
11116/92 lat. aft. left pl I10 1401 sineO.2 1 5317
11/16/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 ss 1 5348
11/16/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 spon 1 6394
11/16/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 sine1.030 1 5410
11/1 6/92 lat. aft, left pl I10 1401 sine0.5 1 5435
11/16/92 lat. aft. left pl I10 1401 step-rpt 1 5457
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 step-rpt 1 5500
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 step 1 5553
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 step-rpt 1 5570
11116/92 let. aft. left p1110 1401 sine0.2 1 5620
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 step-rpt 1 5658
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 ss 1 5696
11116/92 _. aft. left p1110 1401 sine1.0 1 5743
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 sine0.5 1 5761
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 step 1 5775
11116/92 lat. aft. left p1110 1401 ss 1 5823
11116/92 let. aft. left p1110 1401 sine0,2 1 5867
11/16/92 lat. aft. left pl I10 1401 sine0.5 1 5898
11/17/92 mvnii left p412 151 sine0.2 1 5982
11/17/92 mvnii left p_2 151 sine0.2 1 6000
11I18/92 mvni left p4_3 856 field pot. 1 6050
11I18/92 mvni left 1:)413 856 sine0.2 1 6190
11I18/92 mvni left p443 856 sineO.5 1 6220
11116/92 mvni left p443 856 sine1.0 I 6236
11I1 6/92 mvni left p4_3 856 ele¢. stim. 1 6249
11118/92 mvnvert left p413 856 elec. stim. 1 6340
11116/92 mvni left p413 856 elec. stim. 1 6360
11/18/92 mvni left p413 856 sine0.2 1 6370
11I18/92 mvni left 1:)413 856 elec.stim. 1 6400
11I18/92 mvni left 1o413 856 sine0.2 1 5420
11I1 6/92 mvni left p413 856 sine0.2 1 6457
11118/92 mvni left 10413 856 sine0.5 1 6490
11/18/92 mvni left I)413 856 sine1.0 1 6502
11118/92 mvni left p413 856 sine1.0 I 6512
11118/92 mvnii left I)513 856 spon I 6563
11/18/92 mvnii left 10513 856 sport 1 6570
11/18/92 mvnii left I)513 856 sineO.2 1 6592
11/18/92 mvnii left p513 856 sine0.2 1 6613
11/18/92 mvnii left p513 856 sine0.5 1 6633
11/18/92 mvnii left p513 856 sine1.0 1 6651
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11/18/92 mvnii left p513 856 sine 1.0 1 6661
11/18/92 mvnii left p513 856 sineO.5 1 6674
11119/92 mvnii left p313 803 elec.stim 2 0
11/19/92 mvnii left 10313 803 sine0.2 2 0
11/19/92 mvn left p313 803 elec.stim 2 148
11I19/92 mvn left p4_3 803 siec.stim 2 300
11/19/92 mvn left I_J3 803 sineO.2 2 300
11119/92 mvni left p4_3 803 elec.stim 2 405
11119/92 mvni left p413 803 sineO.2 2 474
11119/92 mvni left p413 907 sine0.2 2 528
11I19/92 mvnii left p4_3 907 epon 2 643
11/19/92 mvni left p4_3 907 sport 2 654
11/19/92 mvni left p4_3 907 epon 2 711
11/19/92 mvni left p313 907 spon&elec 2 809
11/19/92 mnvipvp left p313 907 spon&elec 2 827
11/19/92 mnvipvp left p313 907 sine0.2 2 827
11/19/92 mnvipvp left 1=313 907 sineO.5 2 827
11/19/92 mnvipvp left p313 907 sine1.0 2 827
11119/92 mvn left p313 907 epon 2 1140
11/19/92 mvn left p313 907 elec.stim 2 1140
11119/92 mvn left p313 907 sine0.2 2 1140
11/19/92 mvnii left p313 907 sine0.2 2 1304
11/20/92 lat.aff, left apOllO 1401 step 2 1537
11/20/92 lat.aff, left ap0110 1401 step 2 1625
11120192 lat.aff, left ap0110 1401 sine0.2 2 1707
11/20/92 lat.aff, left ep0110 1401 ss 2 1749
11/20/92 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 sine1.0 2 1823
11/20/92 let.aft, left ep0110 1401 epon 2 1844
11/20/92 lat.aff, left apOllO 1401 step 2 1866
11/20/92 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 sine0.2 2 1925
11120/92 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 ss 2 1966
11120192 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 sine1.0 2 2034
11120192 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 epon 2 2054
11/20192 lat.aff, left ap0110 1401 sine0.5 2 2078
11/20/92 let.aft, left apOHO 1401 step rpt 2 2103
11/20/92 lat.aff, left ap0110 1401 step rpt 2 2240
11/20/92 lat.aff, left epOIlO 1401 sineO.2 2 2298
11/20/92 let.aft, left ep0110 1401 ss 2 2336
11/20/92 let.aft, left apOllO 1401 sine1.0 2 2401
11/20/92 Ist.aff. left sp0110 1401 sine0.5 2 2418
11/20/92 let.aft, left ap011O 1401 epon 2 2442
11/20/92 let.aft, left ap0110 1401 step 2 2461
11/20/92 Ist.aff. left apOllO 1401 sineO.2 2 2518
11/20/92 Ist.aff. left ap0110 1401 _ 2 2558
11/20/92 lat.aff, left ap0110 1401 sine1.0 2 2619
1/9/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step 1 0
1/9/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step rpt 1 136
1/9/93 Ist.aff. left ep0112 803 step rpt 1 404
1/9/93 Ist.aff. left ap0112 803 step 1 500
1/9/93 Ist.aff. left apOI12 803 step I 629
1/9/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step 1 726
1/9/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step rpt 1 797
1/9/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step 1 876
1/9/93 lat.aff, left ap0112 803 step 1 1209
1/9/93 lat.aff, left ap0112 803 step 1 1307



















































































































1/10/93 Ist.aft. left apOI10 907 step 1 1500
1/10/93 lat.aff, left apOllO 907 step rpt 1 1600
1/10/93 lat.aff, left ap019 907 step 1 1668
1I10/93 lat.aft, left ap019 907 step rpt 1 1734
1/10/93 lat.aff, left ap019 907 ss 1 1792
1/10/93 lat.aff, left ap019 907 sineO.2 1 1871
1/10/93 let,aft, left ap0t9 907 spon 1 1940
1/10/93 lat.aff, left ap0_9 907 ss 1 1960
1/10/93 let.aft, left apOi9 907 step 1 2046
1110/93 lat.aff, left ap019 907 spon 1 2106
1/10/93 lat.aff, left ap0_9 907 sine0.2 1 2137
1/15/93 lat.aff, left apOI12 803 step pol 5540
1/15/93 lat.aff, left apOI12 803 step pol 5578
1/1 5/93 lat.aff, left apOI12 803 ss pol 5620
1I15/93 lat.aff, left apOI12 803 sineO.2 pol 5663
1I15/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step pol 5689
1/15/93 lat.aff, left ap0112 803 step pol 5713
1115/93 lat.aff, left apOll 2 803 step pol 5756
1I15/93 let.aft, left ap0112 803 step rpt pol 5781
1I15/92 lat.aff, left apOI11 907 step pol 5619
1I15/92 lat.aff, left ap0111 907 ss pol 5870
1115/92 lat.aff, left ap0111 907 sine0.2 pol 5913
1115/92 lat.aff, left apOll I 907 epon I0OI 5937
1/15/92 lat.aff, left ap0111 907 step pol 5948
1115/92 let.aft, left p1110 907 step pol 6005
1115/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 step pol 6015
1/15/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 ss pol 6046
1/15/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 sine0.2 pol 6058
1/15/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 step pol 6113
1/15/92 lat.aff, left pl I10 907 step I:)Ol 6144
1115/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 step pol 6153
1/15/92 let.aft, left pl I10 907 ss pol 6194
1/15/92 let.aft, left p1110 907 step pol 6268
1115/92 lat.aff, left p1110 907 ss pol 6304
1115/92 lat.aff, left pl I10 907 ss I=Ol 6350
1/16/93 mvni left p512 892 elec stim pol 6500
1/16/93 mvni left p512 892 sine0.2 pol 6549
1116/93 mvni left p512 892 sineO.5 pol 6578
1/16/93 mvni left p512 892 sine1.0 I)Ol 6591
1/16/93 mvni left p512 892 step pol 6609
1/16/93 mvni left p512 892 ss pol 6642
1/16/93 mvni lea p512 892 step rpt IOOl 6681
1116/93 mvni left p512 892 step IX)I 6710
1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 etec stim pol 6730
1116/93 mvni left p313 1401 sine0.2 pol 6791
1116193 mvni left p313 1401 sineO.5 IOOl 6817
1/16/93 mvni left 1o313 1401 sine1.0 pol 6839
1116/93 mvni left p313 1401 step 10ol 6859
1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 ss pol 6892
1/16193 mvni left p313 1401 step pol 6936
1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 elec stim 10ol 6980
1/16193 mvni left p3;3 1401 step pol 7010
1/16/93 mvni left 1_3 1401 sine0.2 I)ol 7063
1116t93 mvni left p313 1401 sine0.5 10ol 7088
1I16/93 mvni left p313 1401 sine1.0 1ool 7103
1116/93 mvni left p313 1401 ss I=Ol 7119
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postcont 81 post control 1/16/93 mvni lef p313 1401 elec stim 10ol 7160
postcont 82 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 ele¢ stim pol 7185
postcont 82 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 sineO.2 10ol 7207
postcont 83 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 elec stim pol 7231
postcont 83 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 sine0.2 pol 7246
postcont 83 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 sine0.2 pol
postcont 83 post control 1/16/93 mvni left I}313 1401 sine0.5 pol 7317
postcont 83 post control 1116193 mvni left p313 1401 sine1.0 pol 7330
postcont 83 post control 1/16/93 mvni left p313 1401 step 10ol 7348
postcont 83 post control 1116t93 mvni left p313 1401 _ pol 7380
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left ¢>,.313 907 elec stim po2 0
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left p313 907 sine0.2 i>o2 93
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left p313 907 sineO.5 10o2 185
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left p313 907 sine1.0 po2 237
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left p313 907 step po2 294
postcont 84 post control 1/17/93 mvni left p313 907 step rpt po2 360
postflight 1 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right ap0111 906 1
postflight 2 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 0
postflight 2 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, dght a1111 906 step 1 100
postflight 2 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 ss 1 220
postflight 2 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step rpt 1 322
postflight 2 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 sine0.2 1 413
postflight 3 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 spon 1 481
postflight 4 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 523
postflight 5 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 step 1 600
postflight 5 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 723
postflight 5 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 ss 1 796
postflight 5 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 sine0.2 1 890
postflight 5 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 spon 1 942
postflight 6 lt. animals 1/11/93 let.aft, right al I11 906 step rpt 1 983
postflight 6 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, dght a1111 906 step 1 1057
postflight 6 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 _ 1 1138
postflight 6 fit. animals 1/11/93 let.aft, right a1111 906 epon 1 1217
postflight 7 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 sine0.2 1 1250
postflight 8 fit. animals 1I11/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 step 1 1304
postflight 8 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 1376
postflight 8 It. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 ss 1 1447
postflight 8 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 spon 1 1517
postflight 9 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 sine0.2 1 1544
postflight 10 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1
postflight 11 fit. animals 1111/93 let.aft, right a1111 906 step 1 1650
postflight 12 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 1709
postflight 12 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a1111 905 step 1 1762
postflight 12 fit. animals 1111/93 let.aft, right a1111 906 _ 1 1824
postflight 12 fit. animals 1111/93 lat,aff, right a1111 906 step rpt 1 1893
postflight 12 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 sineO.2 1 1956
postflight 13 fit. animals 1111/93 latoaff, right a1111 906 sport 1 1995
postflight 14 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 2012
postflight 14 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 2070
postflight 14 fit. animals 1/11193 let.aft, right a219 151 u 1 2127
postflight 14 fit. animals 1/11/93 let.aft, right a219 151 sine0.2 1 2193
postflight 15 fit. animals 1/11/93 let.aft, right a219 151 sport 1 2236
postflight 15 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 2246
postflight 16 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 2315
postflight 16 fit. animals 1/11/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 sineO.2 1 2385
postflight 17 fit. animals 1/11/93 let.aft, right a219 151 step 1 2386
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postflight 18 fit. animals 1111/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 2440
postflight 19 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 2475
postflight 19 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 2500
postflight 19 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right atll 1 906 ss 1 2545
postflight 20 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 steprpt 1 2606
postflight 20 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right al I11 906 step 1 2640
postflight 21 fit. animals 1/12/93 Ist.aff. right a1111 906 ss 1 2723
postflight 22 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1 2785
postflight 22 fit. animals 1112/93 Ist.aff. right a1111 906 step 1 2834
postfiight 23 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step rpt 1 2889
postflight 24 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 2944
postflight 24 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, nght a219 151 step 1 2950
postflight 24 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 3007
postfiight 24 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3063
postflight 25 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 sineO.2 1 3101
postflight 25 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3140
postflight 25 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 3185
postflight 25 fit. animals 1/1 2/93 lat,aff, right a219 151 step rpt 1 3248
postflight 26 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 sineO.2 1 3301
postflight 27 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3338
postfiight 27 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3385
postflight 27 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a2t9 151 ss 1 3430
postflight 28 fit. animals 1/12/93 Ist.aff. right a219 151 sineO.2 1 3483
postflight 28 fit. animals 1/12/93 Ist.aff. right a219 151 step 1 3518
postflight 28 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3571
postflight 28 fit. animals 1/12/93 lst.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 3617
postfiight 29 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 sineO.2 1 3669
postflight 30 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3730
postflight 31 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3823
postfiight 31 fit. animals 1/1 2/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3871
postflight 32 fit. animals 1/1 2/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 3912
postflight 33 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3962
postflight 33 fit. animals 1112/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 3978
postflight 33 fit. animals 1112/93 Ist.aff. right! a219 151 ss 1 4018
postflight 33 fit. animals 1112/93 Ist,aff. right a219 151 sine0.2 1 4069
postflight 34 fit. animals 1112/93 Ist.aff. right a219 151 sport 1 4103
postflight 35 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 4117
postflight 35 fit. animals 1/12/93 Ist.aff. right a219 151 step 1 4157
postflight 38 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 ss 1 4200
postflight 38 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 4256
postflight 37 fit. animals 1112193 Ist.aff. right a219 151 ss 1
postflight 37 fit. animals 1/12/93 lat.aff, right a219 151 step 1 4331
postflight 38 fit. animals 1114/93 Ist.aff. right a118 151 ss 1 4374
postflight 38 fit. animals 1/14/93 Ist.aff. right a118 151 step 1 4370
postflight 38 fit. animals 1114/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 ss 1 4416
postflight 39 fit, animals 1/14/93 Ist.aff. right al 18 151 sineO.2 1 4463
postflight 39 fit. animals 1/14/93 Ist.aff. right a118 151 step 1 4511
postflight 40 fit. animals 1114/93 kCaft, dght a118 151 N 1 4553
postflight 40 fit. animals 1/14/93 bit.aft, dght a118 151 step 1 4590
postflight 40 fit. animals 1/14/93 Ist.aff. right a118 151 ss 1 4640
postflight 40 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 sineO.2 1 4683
postflight 41 fit. animals 1114/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1 4716
postflight 41 tlt_animals 1114/93 lat.aff, dght a118 151 step 1 4760
postflight 41 fit. animals 1114/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 ss 1 4800
postflight 41 fit. animals 1/14493 lat.aff, right a118 151 step rpy 1 4841
postflight 42 fit. animals 1/1 4/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 sine0.2 1 4878
T6
Summary of individual neurons and experimental conditions observed during pre-and post flight testing
postflight 42 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postflight 43 fit. animals 1/14/93 Ist.aff. right a118 151 step rpt 1
postflight 44 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postflight 44 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postftight 44 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 u 1
postflight 44 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step rpt 1
postflight 45 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 sine0.2 1
postfiight 45 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postflight 45 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, dght a118 151 ss 1
postflight 45 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 sine0.2 1
postflight 46 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 epon 1
postflight 47 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postflight 47 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a118 151 step 1
postflight 46 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat,aff, right a1111 906 ss 1
postflight 48 fit, animals 1114/93 lat,aff, right a1111 906 step 1
postflight 49 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step rpt 1
postflight 49 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 step 1
postfiight 49 fit. animals 1/14/93 lat.aff, right a1111 906 ss 1
postflight 50 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 sineO.2 2
postflight 50 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 ss 2
postflight 50 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 51 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 sine0.2 2
postflight 51 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 51 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 _ 2
postflight 52 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 sine0.2 2
postflight 53 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 53 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 53 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right! a2111 906 _ 2
postflight 54 fit, animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 ? 2
postflight 54 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 55 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 ss 2
postflight 55 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 56 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 =z 2
postflight 57 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 57 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 56 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 ss 2
postflight 58 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2
postflight 59 fit. animals 1/21/93 lat.aff, right a2111 906 step 2






















The 31 tables on pages T1-T12 summarize data for each of the test procedures. The tables are
further organized to summarize the responses to each of the test procedures (listed by afferent)
on each test day such as during the preflight tests, dudng the synchronous control tests and
during each of the post-flight test days when data were obtained. At the bottom of each table are
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01 ol 7018 _ _
01o1701i 6.93 144,30 0,23
01o1702a 9.99 100,10 0.04
03a1401a 5,85 170.94 0.17
03a1402a 1052 95,06 0,18
03a1402e 9.85 101.52 0.14
03a1404a _ _ "
03a1405a _ "_
O3a1406a 7,88 127,23 0.20
:)3a1407a 8.97 143.47 0.05
51a1501i 9.13 100,53 0.07
_'5a1504a 10.05 g@.50 0.17
_'5a15048 1233 81.10 0.30
:)7a1601a 8.68 115.21 0.25
07a1602a 5,12 163.40 0.06
07a1602e 0.10 163,93 0.06
07alSO3a 7.99 12515 0.18
07a16038 934 107.07 0.17
07a1608a 3925 25.48 O.Og
07a1607a 9.59 104.28 0,20
07a1608a 5,85 170.94 0.24
07a160_ 9.24 108.23 0.03
07a1810a 0,48 154.80 0.25
07a16108 5,98 143.27 0.25
07a1611a 7,08 141.24 0.28
07a1611e 8.05 12422 0.22
07a1612a 7,17 139.47 0,03
07a1513a _ "" _"
01a1601a 6.81 148.84 0.27
01a1601e 8.59 118.41 0.34
01a1601i 7.28 137.36 0.28
D1a1602a 7.05 141.84 0.10
31a1602e 5,83 148.41 0.10
_)1a1602i 7.72 129.53 0.10
r_1a1603a 899 111.23 0.03
31a2004a 5.95 168.07 006
31a20048 8.30 158.73 0.10
)1s2005a 7.83 127.71 0.05
:)1a20058 7.90 128.58 0,05
01a2006a 8,35 119.78 0.25
01a20068 65 151.52 0.14
01a2007a 6.45 155.04 0.15
TABLE 9
"" ":";" ";':':':':':":':':':'_; :"''"_':"!!"" ";" ":"!i"":':':'i_;iiiiiiii_ii!!!_iiiiii!iii_i_i;i!i_i!!E!!ii!!!!!!!!!!;!!i!!!!;i!;
03cOg01a 7.03 142.25 0.06
_3cOg01e 7.00 142.86 0.06
33cOGO1m 7.05 141.84 0.08
03¢0_1i 8.88 145,35 0.06
D3¢:O_O2a 7.06 141.64 0.30
33¢0g03a 0,79 147.28 0.17
:3cOe04a 7.68 130.21 0,25
:)3¢0_048 8.83 113.25 0.30
:03¢OgOSa 7.29 137.17 0.19
7.69 130.04 0.28
03cOg06e 11.72 85.32 0.55
03c0e071 8,44 118.48 0,17
9.47 105.60 0.04
07©10011 7.38 135.50 0.12
07010018 7.35 136.05 0,12
07¢1002a 9.94 100.80 0.02
07¢10028 9.88 101.21 0,02




06¢1101l 7.91 126.42 0.03
06(:11021 8.63 115.87 0.04
_6c11028 9.00 111.11 0,03
_6¢1103a 12.23 81.77 0.18
_¢1104a 10.91 91.66 0.14
36¢1105a 10.30 97.0_ 0.15
_¢11058 9.77 102.35 0.15
:_6c1106s 8.16 122.55 0.03
:)8_1107a 1(_.20 81.73 0.34
:_c1108a 7.98 125.31 0.03
(_¢110_a 18.62 53.71 0.51
OeclllOa 11.58 M.36 0.17
06c1111a 7.32 138.51 0.04
06(;11121 9.49 105.37 0.03
06c11128 9.80 104.17 0.03
06c1113a 11.16 88.61 0.37
51¢1101a 15.84 63.13 003
51¢1102a 9.25 108.11 0,08
51¢1103a 18.45 e0.79 0.03





106c1214a 8.84 113.12 0.03
106c1214e 9.09 110_01 0,03
106c1215a 7.38 135.50 0_06
106c1216a 8.87 112.74 0_04
106c1217a 9.21 108.58 0.04
06c1217e 9.05 110,50 0,04
51c1206a 12.03 83.13 0.04
5101206e 11.96 83.81 0.03
5101207a 16.96 58.96 0.04
51c1207e 17.66 56.56 0.04
51c1208s 13.22 75.64 0.31
51c1209a 14.98 86.76 0.20
51c1210a 10.12 98.81 0.22
51c1213a 19.02 52.58 0.03
51c1215a 7.96 125.63 0.12
51c1216a 10.24 97.86 0.03
51c1218a e.60 151.52 0.08
51c1219a 14.13 70.77 0,03
1008 99.21 0,05
TABLE 12
=====================================================================_i::i::i::iii ::_::_ ::_::_::_:::: i::::.,..:_
:_6c1419= 7.11 140.65 0.03
_c142o, 1o.14 _,e2 o.o_
51c1421a 13.16 75.99 0.33
51c1425a 12.63 79.18 0.26
51c1426a 8.72 114.68 0.05
51c1426e 8.94 111.88 0.05
51c1427_ 13.37 74.79 0.04
51¢1428a 17.54 57.01 0.04
51c1428e 17.87 55.86 0.07
51c1429a 12.40 80.65 0.06
51c1430_ 10.42 95.g7 0.27
;lc1431a 8.29 120.63 0,04
07¢1501a 7,79 128.37 0_10
07c1501e 7.34 13_.24 0.0g
09c1502e 8.68 115,21 0.18
07c1503a 9.77 102,35 0.08
07c1505e g.25 108.11 0.03




06¢2102a 7.06 141.64 0.06
06c2103a 8,67 115.34 0.03
06¢210,4a 10.21 97.94 0.03
06¢2105a 7.31 136.80 0.07
06c2106a 7.06 130.55 0.04
08c2107,, 15.25 65.57 0.03
06¢2108e 7.45 134.23 0.03
06¢210_ 10.80 5e.52 0.04
0Gc2110e 20.38 49.04 0.32




sum of sin_ Pmmco_ , Pm-Rb_ (1t-144;2 _o 12.#-_Z)
o.o_ I ooe,, [ o._,
0.2800 _._ 0.7_10 _.:_1l_ 0.7600 23.3640
0.4400 _.71_0 0.6100 24.6_C 0.7000 12.91_
0.3700 38.0880 0._ lg._l 0._ 13.4000
0.3700 48.2020 0.5100 22.5190 0.5700 18.4460
0.2500 32.g740 0.3100 14.20_ 0.3100 5.5030
m m m _ m m
m m m _ m
0.4400 57.5410 0.5800 34.04g¢ 0.7600 25.8270
0.3800 44.4870 0.5100 9.0640 0.6800 #IIIMV_
ST. DEV 0.0724 15.5353 0.1258 7.9718 0.1584 14.1037;
N 7 7 7 7 7 T
_M 0.0384 0.5631 0.0507 0.4033 O.O_6g 0.5.'3@5
I0_/nem'ot_ s 7
0.8300 36.263(: 2.0650 0.0721 0.2491 2.7290 1.33E--0._
0._00 7.111(: 3.3030 0.0320 0.0000 4.8730 3.70E-.0_
0.5800 IZ125¢ 4.9170 0.1030 0.0000 9.2460 1.131E-0.1
O.E300 18.940¢ 3.9880 0.1070 0.0403 7.08_0 1.94E-04
0.3100 4.361C 2.4410 0.0020 0.0047 7.8470 5.5_E-_
0.8300 24.172_ 4.8480 0.1920 0.0229 6.8270 8.5_E-04
0.7900 _ _ _ _ _
0.6643 5.252_ 3.5917 0.0847 0,0528 6,4352 2,41_-0_
0.1847 33.327_ 1.2046 0.0_ 0.0_74 2.3067 5.30E-03.
7 7 6 6 6 6
0.0614 0.8247 0.1829 0.0430 0.0620 0.2532 1.21E-0_
TABLE 16

















0._ 0._ I 0.00_ 0._
I01_/_0_ _ 1
0.3100 _._01 2.2ooo o.o43o 0.0_0 7._1_04_om_
0.3100 5.75001 2..2000 0.0430 0.0000 7.41, 4.01E-0_
ooooo oooo:1 1 1 1
0.0000 0.00001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0|
TABLE 17







0.3g00 33.4060, 0.4400 21.2040
0.2500 31.743_ 0.3200 20.7?50
0.2500 32.72_ 0.3100 20.8840
0.2800 35.201C 0.3200 16.0630
0.2100 34.615_ 0.2500 14.9620
o.29oo47,0_7c 0,_00 3a.2_0
0.2_0 _.7_ o,35oo2zo20e
0.0619 5,(_t 0.0620 8,3g_
6 e 8 6










fOJS_ no_ u 6





0.2700 §.0350 2.1755 0.(_55










0._ 1Z7835 4.1693 0.1168 0.00_0 10.6193 2.47E-04
0.1(166 6.gOe6 1.3986 0.0e63 0.0121 1.3647 3.30E-04
6 0 6 6 6 8 8









0.3600 39.536C 0.4800 23.5260
0.1100 32.756C 0.1400 19.9343
0.3100 61.688C 0.5300 452570
0.4500 52.778C 0.8000 32.5680
0.4300 35.130(3 0.5300 18.0620
0.5200 80.9930 0.6300 34.3380
0.2800 27.234C 0.2400 8.7000
0.7500 38.648(] 0.8700 25.6400
0.1884 13.1592 0.2278 11.3892
8 8 8 8
0.0543 0,4534 0.0697 0.4218
ore, ! o_ao,, I
!_i_!iiiiiiii_i|i!ii_!ii!!!iii_EI
0.5600 14.2580 0.5000 10.0700
0.1800 12.5880 0.1(100 7.5270
0.8000 38.4280 0.g000 32.g780
0.7000 22.2800 0.7300 22.0g00
0.5_00 12.0630_ 0.e000 8.1310
0.8100 23.3830; 0.8800 16.8570
0.3300 8.5380; 0.2000 27.0350
0._00 20.T_a010._00 17.elX,
iii_!ii!::!::i;:_! !i!::_i::i::iiiii_i
0.5963 18.7848 0.6225 17.7878
0.2422 9.8357 0.3044 9.20_9
3 8 8 8
0.0815 0.3920 0.0690 0.3793
IOIl_ r/_v,_nB • 8
4.3218 0.1014 0.0000 8.0028 3.70E-04
1.7_ 0._206 0.O35O12.00302._SE-O_
5.6336 0.3539 0.0000 7.8378 9.90E-04
3.8624 0.1060 0.0653 5.7020 8.33E-04
8.34gO 00746 0.0000 9.4252 1.15E-04
4.2850 0.1510 0.0011 5.5630 3.38E-03
1.7020 0.1(1_6 02514 6.7120 2.81E-03
60460 0.0130 0.1191 7.0320 6.89E-03
4.1245 0.1361 0.0_10 7.7960 1.93E-03
1.6428 0.1001 0.0687 2.1238 2.36E-03
8 8 8 8 8





0.4500 47.667C _ 23.8790
R _ 51C 142"3_ _ _ _
R _51c1424b _ m _
R _51C1425b 0.1700 58.678C 0.3000 14.4220
|
R _51c142 m' 0.2300 35.662C 0.2700 18.3830
R 151c14291_ 0.6200 39.288(_ 0.7(_X) 23.5840
i
R 151C1431b 0.2_00 51.832C 0.3800 24.1930
I
0.2400 34.48_ 0.3000 22.8490
MEANi 0.3333 44.601E 51).5017 21.2183
ST. DEV.i 0.1B_6 9.8_7E IAW_W_t 3.11601
Nj 6 ( 8 6

























5.0150 0.1240 0.0312 7.9290 5.0OE-O4
1.38B0 0.0150 0.(X_O 3.9800 1.34E-O_
2.5240 0.0630 0.0000 8.(1030 5.37E-0_
9.2420 0.1430 0.0000 10.6700 3.14E-04
2.2297 0.0474 0.0829 5.5049 1.44E.-04
4.3530 0.1440 0.0263 13.2780 2.07E-0_
4.1250 0.0877 0.0234 8.3288 3.g_E-04
2.8528 0.0660 0.0324 3.3781 4.g6E-.04
8 8 6 8 (
0.2815 0.03,94 0.0300 0.3062 3.71E-0_
TABLE 20











0.3_00 61.23_ 0.6400 31.1720
m m _
0.3900 61.23,q0 0.8400 31.1720
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00_
1 1, 1





















m m m m
m m m m
m m m m m
m m m m
2.7421 0.0623 0.0040 3.668_ 6.09E-O_
m m _ m
iiiiiiii_i!i!i!!!_iiii!_!i!i!_i!iiiiiiiiiiii_i!i!ili!i_i]_i_ii!!_i!iiM_l_iii
II
2.7421 0.0_23 0.(X)40 3.B_69 8.0_E-O,I
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 1 1 1




Sum of Slmm R_mco_ . Poct r-flg_ DuI T (f-f S4_) m _um_ = 1
0,0293 00879 0.2051 0.3809
L 01c1601b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m _ _
L 01c160_ _ _ _ _ _ m _ _ _ m _ _
L 01c1604b 3.0700 54,0010 5.t600 30,1210 5.5100 1g.40_0 6.4200 20.8810 0.9620 0.1173 0.0385 5,4_5 4.59E-,0_
M_ 3.07_ _._10 5.1_ _.1210 5.51_ 19._ 6.4_ _._I0 0._ 0.1173 0._ 5._ 4._
N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TABLE 22










0.1400 73.8120 01700 19.1320
0.4000 372170 05100 28.5430
0.2300 :_._ 0.2700 143720
014100 _m_ Oq_ 21.0970
0.1(_00 48,9780:0,2600 13,9430
0.2500 32.4000 0,3200 19.9780
0.26_0 42.7405 0.34,33 19.5108
0.1161 16.5762 0.1453 5.3267
6 6 6 0
0,0568 0.8786 0.0635 0,3847
Io_/nee_o_ll • 6
0,205f





















2.9420 0.0480 0.0031 10.4350 1,40E-O_
0.0001 0.1340 0.0134 13.1940 1,47E-14
1.7730 0.07"/0 0.0108 6.3430 711_-041
0.0000 0.1100 0.0076 12,0430 8.37E-1"
llll
1.2723 0.0614 0.0255 4.3477 2.916-O4
6 6 6 6 (





L "'01o1702d 0.43 9.8610
L 03a1401d 1.02 19.2150
L 03e1402d 2.26 25.6480
L 03a1407d 0.70 12.1920
L 75a1504d "'' "'"
L 01e1001d *'* "'"
L 01alOO2d O.O0 21.0840
L 01e1003d 0.31 -15.7000
L 01e1003h m** ,,,
L 07al_Otd 1.04 30.8490
L 07al_O2d 0.77 22.3990
L 07alOlOd 0.36 10.0120
L 07a101 ld 0.38 9.1950
I. 07alO12d 0.57 12.1480
L 0102004d 1.12 25.9100
L 01a2005d 0.39 13.1700
L 01620Q6d 0.81 24.8050
L 0102007d "'" "''
MEAh 0.81 18,1067




_lr-.9-.g3 m 1- tOJ;3/
[:_:1/:jFJgt MB)li_:i:i:i:ili:!:!_:i:!:i: :!:_: t
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Histograms comparing the parameters measured for primary afferent activity for Cosmos
flight 2044 and Cosmos flight 2229. The probability values above each pair of bars result
from a statistical comparison of adjacent bars - One from flight 2044 and one from flight
2229. When a histogram is presented for each flight alone, the statistical comparisons
above each bar is referring to the preflight/synchronous controls values. In addition to the


















Gem SEM r_ units observations
0.5123 0.085 4 16
0.7816 0.051 8 31
0.9638 0105 4 15
0.5232 0.038 1 4
0.4238 0,026 11 41
COSMOS 2229
/lo.
Gein SEM no. unit= ob_rvations
0.8721 0.048 24 79
0.3855 0.032 12 35
0.4407 0.029 14 53
0.4179 0.034 8 28
0.7668 0.110 5 16









Ctrl. w;. PFDays Ct."l. vL PFDays



















Pulse Protocol Mean Gain Values
I r'l Cosmos 2229 • Cosmos 2044 I


























Pulse Protocol Mean Gain Values for Cosmos 2044
Pre-Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post-Flight
no. units [no. observations]
P < 0.01
P = 0.51
Pre-FIt/Synch PF days PF days PF day




















Pulse Protocol Mean Gain Values for Cosmos 2229
Pre.Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post.Flight
no. units [no. observations]
P < 0.001 P < 0.001
T T
14 [53] 8 [28]
=





















order k SEM no. unita observation8
Pfe-Fit/Synch Ctds 1 0.1167 0.023 4 16
Days 1-2 2 0.1889 G020 8 31
Days3-4 3 0.163a 0.031 4 1,5
Days 4 0.1770 0.047 1 4
Po=-_ C= S O07O5 0,014 11 41
Day11 e "////f____/._'/_///_
COSMOS 2229 SfatisticalSi_ificance
no, 2044 vs. Cbl. vii. PFDayi Cld.vii. PFOayi
k SEM no. units observet_o,,ls 222g Cosmos 2044 Cosmos 2229
0.1009 0.010 24 79 0.4_09 _//_/. _//_//_//_/'_
0.0793 0.014 12 35 ""0,0000 0.0506 02427
oo772 O.OLO 14 53 .'ooo_ o_I_' o_r31
0o73o o.0_ a 2e "00402 0 2.._0 03r09
010eo 0.o3o s le "0 0_46 o o;'g2 0,_,_









Pulse Protocol Mean k Values
I rlCosmos 2229 • Cosmos 2044 1
no. units [no. observations]
P<O.01
P < 0.05
Pre-FIUSynch PF days PF days PF day


















Pulse Protocol Mean k Values for Cosmos 2044
Pre-Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post.Flight
no. units [no. observations]
• P = 0.05 P = 0.26
P =0.08
PF days PF days PF day PF Ctrl days













Pulse Protocol Mean k Values for Cosmos 2229
Pre-Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post-Flight
no. units [no. observations]
_P-- 0.65
12"_ P =0__24[35] IL =_7 "_T'-_'38[28] i 5116] 1"
PF days PF days PF day PF Ctrl days PF day
1-2 3-4 5 6-7-8 11




orG_r DC SEM no. units ob=erva_t_=
Clrl 1 10t,7738 7.072 4 16
Dry 1-2 2 96.1805 3,825 8 31
Din/3-4 3 106.9954 6.186 4 15
Dey5 4 134.3414 1.982 1 4
Post-Fit Clrl 5 105.4221 2,838 11 41
o_ I_ s "/////////////.,__ ///,__///////,_,."///f//__///////_,.
COSMOS 2229
no.
DC SEM no. unit= obser_onm
1340860 2.617 24 79
105,0165 4071 12 35
95.2533 3817 14 53
98.7476 5,034 8 28
117,1660 2,582 5 16
105.6231 5.743 9 35
Statistical S_nificance
2044 vs. {=re- vs. Posl-FII Pre- v_, POsI-FII
2229 Cosmos 2044 Cosmos 2229









Pulse Protocol Mean DC Values
[ l'ICosmos 2229 ICosmos 2044 ]
0.05
















Pulse Protocol Mean DC Values for COSMOS 2044
Pre-Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post-Flight





Pre--FIt/Synch PF days PF days PF day
Control 1-2 3-4 6
Post-Fit Ctd
$-7-8
Pulse Protocol Mean DC Values for COSMOS 2229
Pre-Flight/Synch Ctrl vs. Post-Flight













P < 0.001 . P < 0.001
"r 5 [16] T






PF days PF days PF day Post-Fit Ctrl
1-2 3-4 8 $-7-8
PF day
11











dec. SEM no. units ob_er_etione
5.9404 0.555 15 27
6.000_ 0.562 8 16
4.9870 O57g 4 8
8.5457 1.493 1 2
COSMOS 2229 Sr4tlsticld Significance
Tau(lJ no. 2044 vs. CtJt. vs. PFDays Ctrl. vs. PFDay$
dec. SEM no. unit8 observet_on,s 2229 Cosmos 2044 Cosmos 2229
59332 0.351 29 48 0.g362 _///////////'_'////_////////.///_
9.3065 0.849 12 19 "'0.0023 O.gO00 "O.O00f
0.e_74 0.544 14 27 o. 1073 0.4094 O. f4gO
e.elge o.se2 8 14 0.7508 0.6ero 0.22r8







Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Decreasing Values
[] Cosmos 2229 • Cosmos 2044 I
i





PF days PF days PF day PF day
1-2 3-4 5 11












Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Decreasing Values
for Cosmos 2044
All Controls vs. Post-Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
P = 0.90
P = 0.41













Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Decreasing Values
for Cosmos 2229
A II Controls vs. Post-Flight Days





T P = 0"15 T P = 0.23
i
PF days PF day
3-4 5
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Pulse Analysis
COSMOS 2044 COSMOS 2229 Statistical Significance
plot no. no. 2044 vs. Cbl. vs. PFDays Ctd. vs. PFDays
order Teu (L) Inc. SEA# no. units obsematior_ Teu (L) Inc. SEM no. unit= observation= 2229 Cosmos 2044 Cosmos 2229
^,co,t,_ 1 a.l_.e 0.570 15 30 7.2351 0.337 2g ,m 0.2843 _///////////////////////_/////////////////_
Day 1-2 2 7.1331 0.767 8 15 9.5870 0.929 12 16 0.069 0.3802 "0.0155
Day 3-.4 3 5.5618 0.715 4 7 10.0820 0.784 14 26 °"0.0048 *0.0299 "0.0031
Day5 4 8.4872 2.405 I 2 9.9398 1.122 8 14 0.5254 0.7555 "0.0158
Day11 ,5 _/'J/_'/7//_ _/_'_ _/_'./'7_ 9.0181 0.613 9 17 "//_JT,_____J77,/_,_ "0.0057
_ 441
P = 0.28
Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Increasing Values
[]Cosmos 2229 •Cosmos 2044
no. units [no. observations]
P=O.07 P<0.01
t All Controls PF days PF days PF day PF day
1-2 3-4 5 11










Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Increasing Values
for Cosmos 2044
All Controls vs. Post-Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
P = 0.36
P < 0.05










Pulse Protocol Mean Tau(L) Increasing Values
for Cosmos 2229
All Controls vs. Post-Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
T P< 0.05
12 [16]
T P<0.01 T P<0.05
14 [26] 8 [14]
PF days PF days PF day PF day
1-2 3-4 5 11
T P < 0.01
9 [17]
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0.2051 Hz Sine Analysis
_°n_ I COSMOS 2044
r_
Geln $EM obNtvei_ml
P,.-F,_c_ 1 I ] o.sss4 l O.ml 1o
_1-21 2 I o.M_ I o.Is7 l 1o
_'341 3 1 o.wooI o.2uI 3
_51 4 I 0.43,0I 0.000I ,
_ctzm_e-7-a I s / o.4a't4|o.o_s I 1:
PF W 111 s V///////////////_//////////_////////////////_,
COSMOS 2229
G4_ SEM ohm#or4
o..,, I o.o_3I 7
os,2oI ol. I 5
o..5o I o.o, I e
1.o7ooI o._ I 3
0.4450 I 0,165 I 2
sm_J_c_ Slgnlflcwce
2044vii. CM.vs.PFDlys ] CM.vs.PFOlyS
222e Cosmos2044| Cosmos2229
o._152 _/i///i///_'ii/////////#'///////////////////_,
•.o.oo_ o,208e I "o0121
0,4561 0.3f05 J 0.5832
1,0000 0.7518 ] 0,0741












0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Gain Values
lOCosmos2229 BCosmos2044]
no. units [no. observations]
P=0._
Pre-FIt/Synch PF days PF days PF days PF Ctrl days PF day
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0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Gain Values
for Cosmos 2044
Controls vs. Post-Flight Days




Pre-F_Synch PFdays PFda_ PFday PFCtrldays















0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Gain Values
for Cosmos 2229
Controls vs. Post-Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
I °i8[P=°°71P < 005 5 [5] T"1/"7 [7] 6 [6]
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0.2051 Hz Sine Analysis
I COSMOS 2044 J COSMOS 222_ _ Stat_,flcl# Slgnir, c_,,_C,rplot no. J no. J 2044 vs. J C:t)l. vs. PFOeys J C_1. vs. PFDlys
ordw _ SEM ob_r_e_w,i p_ SEA'/ __. J 2229 J Com_s 20_ J C_.;.._222g
F_-_c_c_ I I I _._ee j 2.Do_ I 10 J _s.:_IT I 2.77o I _;' I 0.09_5 VI///III/Yl/YlIIII_'I/X_"/////I_////////////_,_
_.1-21 2 I 244_1 eo.I ,o I .z.s, I l o87 I ' I "-o_r I ozr_ I o_r
_=Y'_I _ I za51o3I :.o,o I 3 I ,3s37oI ,sz2 I s I o,o,, I 0.6,2, I o,s_z
_=vs I 4 I _O_O l ooooI 1 I 19zs. I zln I 6 I ores I o_rl I o57_
_=c=_.e-7-fl s /244_/30,/ 10 / _001- I 5s74 I 3 / -oo30o/ ,_.0t8_ / o05o2









P= 0.10 P < 0.01
0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Phase Values
I DCosmos 2229 II Cosmos 2044 J
no. units [no.observations]
P=0.13 P<O.05
Pre-FIVSynch PF days PF days PF day PF Ctrl days PF day
Controls 1-2 3-4 5 $.-7-8 11
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0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Phase Values
Cosmos 2044
Controls vs. Post-Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
P=0.61 P = 0.53
Pre-FIVSynch PF days PF days PF Ctrl days PF day
















0.2051 Hz Sine Protocol Mean Phase Values
Cosmos 2229
Controls vs. Post.Flight Days
no. units [no. observations]
T P=0.58 I
r P=O._Sl J 6161 I5 is] I
v
PF days PF day
3-4 6
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Sine Data - COSMOS 2044
60 degrees/sec - 0.2051 Hz
PRE-FLIGHT CONTROLS
Pre-Flight file gain phase
(2592)7/24-01B a92anlb 0.141 32.948
(2592)7/25-05 a92an5a 0.195 8.626 I
(2556)7/26-01B a56anlb 0.329 12.541I_<,_ -
(2556)7/26-06B a568n6b 0.306 20.198
(2556)7/26-08B a568nSb 0.916 27.045
(2556)7/26-09B a56an9b 1.872 34.516
(2556)7/26-10B a56anlOb 0.804 25.023
(2483)7/27-06A a838n68 0.994 33.55
':_ _;'_,..'_ ........... _l_._..,._._i:_,_::_;_:_;_:•_] ....... - .... ".... '_,-'.,_,_,',_t_'_:__',_:;:
I_p___i_!_i... ; :_._:....... :<._, ,._,.:_2:._,,_,_._..,_"":':"_:;'_"_":':;;'_"':'_:'::;:_::;":':_._. .e:,-._ _t..*:........
1(782)7/28-OlF a62an 1f 0._ 14_679
1(782)7/28-02B a828n2b 0.559 24.863



































st. dev 0.1183 7.59572
units 3 3
sere 0.0683 4.38539











a62anl I b 1.515 32.438
mean 0.966 26.5103












PFC Day 6 file gain phase
(2592)po6-03 a92an3b 0.313 10.178
(774)1oo6-02 a74an02c 0.727 23.984
(774)po6-05 a74an5b 0.616 25.997
(774)po6-06 a74an6a O.195 6.507
(774)poEP09 a748nOgb 0.338 -0.107
(774)poEP13 a74an13b 0.698 -34.166
(774)po6-15 a748n15b 0.154 13.15
(774)po6-16 a74an 16b 0.272 22.198
mean 0.4136 8.46763













a748nl 8d 0.347 9.649




















st- dev 0.2793 13.7772 I
units 17 17 I
sere 0.0877 3.34146 I
411Controls mean 0.5459 15.8741
sL dev 0.3866 13.4373
units 27 27
sem 0.0744 2.58601
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Sine Protocol - 0.2051 Hz
COSMOS 2229
TABLE XX
Pre-Flight (11-14-92 to 12-9-92)
L 01o1702d 0.43 9.861
L 03a1401d 1.02 19.215
L 03a1402d 2.26 25.648
L 03a1407d 0.70 12,192
L 01a1602d 0.60 21.084
L 01a1603d 0.31 -16.761
L 07a1601d 1.64 36.849
L O7a1602d 0.77 22.399
L 07a1610d 0.36 10.612
L 07a1611d 0.38 9.195
L 07a1612d 0.57 12.148
L 01a2004d 1.12 25.910
L 01a2005d 0.39 13.17(
L 01a2006d 0.81 24.805
L 01a2007d 0.73 22.599
MEAN 0.61 16.595





L 07c1002d 0.31 10.168
L 07c1003d 1.09 18.709
MEAN 0.70 14.439





























Post-Flight Day 3 (1-12-93)





































........................ :,y,T,THy, :, ..... H"
MEAN 0.45 19.286





















Post-Flight Day 11 (1-21-93)
........................ _-:._._..:._-:.,:._.::._i_i_._..'.:
R 06c2102d 0.61 24.403
R 06c2104d 0.28 9.252
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g a!_ii::ii::::i!phase:!i::
MEAN 0.45 16.828





ST. DEV. 1 0.53 12.09[
NI 20 20I
SEM10,12 2.701
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